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There are times when we come to the Word of God that many of the faithful commentators 

and preachers sort of miss the forest for the trees.  It isn’t that what they say is wrong or 

heretical or anything like that, it is just that they miss the bigger picture, the major point of the 

text.  The text that we are looking at today is one of those texts.  A great number of preachers 

and commentator will look at this text, will sort of forget everything that has come before it in 

the book of Acts, and will see in it, as its main focus, the establishment of the office of deacon, 

mainly because the Greek verb for serve – diakoneo – is found in the text…the word from which 

we get the word, deacon.  But that is a word that can and is used of anyone who serves in the 

church, not only deacons.  Sure there are some similarities between these men and deacons, in 

both the character and the responsibility to “serve tables” in this text, but this is not the formal 

establishment of deacons as an office in the church.  That will come later through the Apostle 

Paul.  What we have here is the latest Satanic attack against the growth of the church and the 

preaching of the gospel and the spread of the fame of Christ, and the wise, Spirit-inspired 

response of the Apostles to it.  The emphasis in this text is clearly on the Word of God – as 

verses 2, 4, and 7 testify.  Let me show you what I mean. 

 

As active as Spirit of God has been in promoting the gospel, in covering all of Jerusalem with the 

preaching of the worth and glory of Christ through His appointed servants, Satan has also been 

active to oppose the gospel through his agents.  Think what we have seen.  As the gospel began 

to spread in power, we saw Satan respond by instigating increasing persecution of the Apostles 

by the high priest and the Sanhedrin in chapters 4 and 5.   We saw the courage and faithfulness 

in the face of such persecution come to a climax last week when Peter and all the Apostles with 

him, with one collective heart said:  “We must obey God rather than men. The God of our 

fathers raised Jesus, whom you killed by hanging him on a tree. God exalted him at his right 

hand as Leader and Savior, to give repentance to Israel and forgiveness of sins. And we are 

witnesses to these things, and so is the Holy Spirit, whom God has given to those who obey 

him.”” (Acts 5:29–32, ESV) The result was a greater increase in the growth of the church.   
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Then we saw Satan oppose the church, oppose the preaching of Christ, by seeking to cripple the 

church through hypocrisy and spiritual deceit, gaining a foothold in the hearts of Ananias and 

Sapphira.  In the first act of spiritual discipline in the church we saw God step and judge them 

both by putting them to death.  The result was a greater fear of the Lord both in the church and 

in Jerusalem and the result was, once again, great numerical growth of the people of God.  

“And great fear came upon the whole church and upon all who heard of these things…And 

more than ever believers were added to the Lord, multitudes of both men and women,” (Acts 

5:11,14, ESV)  

The purified church was even more powerful in spreading the fame of the name of Jesus.  And 

again Satan’s opposition to the gospel of Christ and the spread of the church was foiled. 

 

That brings us to today’s text.  Having failed to cripple the church through persecution, having 

failed In his attempt to spoil the church through spiritual hypocrisy, now Satan tried a third 

tactic – division and distraction.  He tries to introduce division and conflict, to get the church to 

turn inward and so lose its outward thrust and to also to distract the Apostles themselves from 

their primary calling and mission – the ministry of the Word of God and prayer.  Satan’s ploy is 

simple – divide the fellowship, distract the Apostles, and conquer the fledgling church.  How will 

the Apostles and the church respond to this subtle, yet serious attack? That is what we find 

before us today.  First, let’s look at the problem.   

 

The Problem (v.1) Luke tells us in verse 1:  “Now in these days when the disciples were 

increasing in number, a complaint by the Hellenists arose against the Hebrews because their 

widows were being neglected in the daily distribution.” (Acts 6:1, ESV) The church was growing 

quickly, the numbers of believers increasing rapidly as the Spirit of God empowered the 

preaching and the ministry of the Apostles.  The result was that there were a number of Jews 

being saved, both Hellenists and Hebrews.  What is the difference between these two groups of 

Jews?  Well, the Hellenists were what we might call the Greek Jews.  They were Jewish by 

ethnicity and belief, but they had not grown up in Israel but were children from the Diaspora, or 

the Exile when the Jews had been taken out of the Promised Land and into captivity because of 

their serial disobedience to God but who had come at some point to live in Jerusalem. As a 

result they grew up speaking a different language, read primarily the Septuagint – the Greek 

translation of the New Testament – did not observe all of the Jewish traditions, and had 

worshipped before their conversion to Christ in the Greek speaking synagogues in Jerusalem.  
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The Hebrews were of course thoroughly Jewish in speech, traditions, language, etc.  Even in the 

best situations, this could have caused some problems.   

 

The issue at hand was the accusation that the church was practicing favoritism in their care of 

the widows. Being a widow in those days was tantamount to a death sentence.  Widows rarely 

remarried, they had no real source of income and they were desperately dependent upon the 

generosity of the faithful for their well being.  Now, while they were practicing Jews, the 

synagogue would care for their needs – providing food, clothing and money that they needed 

to survive. Of course, when these widows – both Hellenist and Hebrew -- became followers of 

Christ, the support from the synagogue dried up. The fledgling church was well aware of this 

and of the needs of all who converted to Christ. That’s why we read in chapter 4:  “Now the full 

number of those who believed were of one heart and soul, and no one said that any of the 

things that belonged to him was his own, but they had everything in common. And with great 

power the apostles were giving their testimony to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus, and great 

grace was upon them all. There was not a needy person among them, for as many as were 

owners of lands or houses sold them and brought the proceeds of what was sold and laid it at 

the apostles’ feet, and it was distributed to each as any had need.” (Acts 4:32–35, ESV)  At least 

in part, the collection was used to care for the widows. 

 

The complaint, therefore, was serious.  Whether it was true or not – and it could very well be 

that some of the widows had been unintentionally overlooked because the church was growing 

so rapidly – the accusation had been made and it was serious.  The Apostles were aware of how 

such an accusation could be a blow to the testimony of the church, how it could lead to division 

and conflict within the body, how it could cause grave reproach upon the reality of the power 

of the gospel and the work of God in their midst to bring both reconciliation with God through 

the sacrificial death of Christ and to establish true unity between believers by the blood of 

Jesus.  The presence of factions and complaints within the church threatened to make a 

mockery of the gospel.  How could the death and resurrection of Christ reconcile sinful men to 

a holy God if it didn’t make them love one another? It was a serious problem that demanded a 

wise solution. 

 

The Solution (v.2-6) Luke tells us the solution that the Apostles devised.  Look at it:  “And the 

twelve summoned the full number of the disciples and said, “It is not right that we should give 

up preaching the word of God to serve tables. Therefore, brothers, pick out from among you 

seven men of good repute, full of the Spirit and of wisdom, whom we will appoint to this duty. 
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But we will devote ourselves to prayer and to the ministry of the word.” And what they said 

pleased the whole gathering, and they chose Stephen, a man full of faith and of the Holy Spirit, 

and Philip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor, and Timon, and Parmenas, and Nicolaus, a proselyte of 

Antioch. These they set before the apostles, and they prayed and laid their hands on them.” 

(Acts 6:2–6, ESV)  

 

Calling the disciples, probably not the whole church but mainly the ones with the concern, the 

Apostles instructed them to chose out from amongst themselves some men who could handle 

the administrative duties and ministry of caring for the widows and who could ensure that 

those ladies received the ministry and care that they desperately needed.   

 

Take note of the characteristics they were to lo0k for in these men.  They were to be men of 

good repute.  That is, they were to be men who had the reputation of godliness, men who were 

held in high esteem by the body because they had excellent character, who had lives that 

testified to faithfulness.   

 

Next they were to be men who were evidently full of the Spirit. That is they were not only to 

have the reputation of godliness, but the reality as well.  Their lives were to give real evidence 

of conversion as seen in the fruit of a Spirit-filled life – men who loved Christ and loved His 

church, who were filled with joy, men who were men of peace – peace makers, marked by 

kindness and goodness, men who were faithful to the gospel, to God, and to one another, 

gentle men, men who practiced self-control under the Spirit’s control.  They were to be men 

with a heart for God, with a heart for His people, with a grasp of the gospel and of their own 

imperfection, men with a desire for selflessness and service, who had a broader sense of the 

community of the church and men who loved and had a passion for the word of God.   

 

And then they were to be men of wisdom.  That is they had to be men who understood the 

truth, and as a result acted properly, lived well, and were marked by discernment.  In short, 

they were to be real believers, true believers, faithful and mature believers.  That is what the 

Apostles were describing here, not a special class of saints, not spiritual superstars, but what 

every believer, gripped by the gospel and the Spirit of God, by God’s grace, ought to be – what 

every single one of us, by the power of the Spirit working within us, the power that raised Christ 

from the dead, should strive to be.  This should be the normal character of any faithful follower 
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of Christ.  They were to pick out from among themselves some faithful followers of Christ to 

take up this responsibility.   

 

Faced with that charge, the church chose out from among themselves Stephen, a man full of 

faith and of the Holy Spirit, and Philip, and Prochorus, and Nicanor, and Timon, and Parmenas, 

and Nicolaus, a proselyte of Antioch.  They were presented before the Apostles and they laid 

hands on the men and commissioned them to this responsibility.  And note this – I’ll mention it 

again later – the whole gathering was pleased with this solution. Let me just add that there was 

a group of men to choose from because they had been shaped by the ministry of the Word of 

God and prayer on the part of the Apostles.   They had directly benefitted from the ministry of 

the Apostles, become godly and faithful men as a result of their ministry and now they were 

perfectly fitted themselves to serve the body in this way. 

 

So, that was the solution but what we need to see is the wisdom behind it.    

The Wisdom (v. 2,4) Now, this seems like a very simple solution to the problem and it is, but it is 

a solution that born of great wisdom and a proper grasp of the issues at hand.  This is about far 

more than what meets the eye.  This is not merely about the needs of the widows, as real and 

pressing as they were, but it is about the proper place of the ministry of the Word and prayer in 

the church of the Living God.  The Apostles acted with wisdom in this crisis situation and so  

preserved the primacy of the proclamation of the gospel.  Let me show you what I mean.  There 

is great wisdom, divine, Holy Spirit-ordained wisdom in the way that they Apostles handled this 

latest scheme of Satan. 

 

Here’s why.  There was a great temptation that faced the Apostles in this Satanically and 

cleverly fashioned crisis, a multi-pronged temptation to leave, to ignore, or to be distracted 

from the calling that Christ had given to pray and proclaim the Word of God, to neglect the 

ultimate for the urgent and the result, if they had done so, would have been catastrophic.  

Think about it.  Here is a complaint that the widows are not being properly cared for.  The 

immediate impulse in the Apostles could have been to drop what they were doing and see to 

the problem themselves.  After all, no preacher of the gospel wants to be seen as above the 

common and needful work.  What would the people say if they did not drop everything to take 

care of the widows?  “You are not willing to wait on tables, not willing to be poured out caring 

for all the needs of the widows? Are you better than Jesus? He washed your feet and you won’t 

care for the needs of these women?  You are not loving at all.”  And there may have been many 
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voices willing to say it.  There would have been a great temptation to run around and try to 

meet the needs of everyone lest they be thought lazy or unloving, to be seen as humble and 

willing to serve, wanting to keep all the people happy.  I know the reality of that temptation.  As 

a young pastor, I tried to please all the people all the time.  I found myself trying to meet 

everyone’s needs and keep everyone happy, to meet all of the needs of the body all the time, 

and the clamoring of the people made impossible demands.  There simply was not enough time 

in a day or a week to do all that people expected.  Everyone had a different expectation of what 

the pastor should do and be, what his chief role was, was his most important ministry was and 

it usually revolved around them and their pet projects or perceived needs.   Seldom was it 

shaped by Scripture. That leads nowhere good.   

 

The other temptation for the Apostles would have been not to trust anyone else to do the job 

as well as they could, to think that no-one could have done the job adequately or in a way that 

would satisfy the widows or those who brought the complaint, and a need to keep control over 

the administration of the funds. 

 

There is even a temptation as a pastor preaching this text not to emphasize what is clearly 

emphasized, knowing that there are the cynical who already think that the pastor only works 

two days a week and will hear this text only as an attempt on the part of the preacher to get 

out of any “real work.” 

 

But to their credit, the Apostles did not fall prey to the temptations before them. It strikes me 

that in the Apostles wise response to the complaints that they once again were, “obeying God 

rather than men.”  It was such a sly attack from Satan – to use widows as the bait.  Instead they 

kept their eyes focused on the bigger picture.  Waiting on the tables, caring for the widows and 

every other need in the body would have left them time for little else.  They would have dried 

up spiritually.  Their ability to preach the Word of God, their ability to counsel, the ministry of 

prayer and of intercession for the flock would have been thoroughly diminished and primacy of 

preaching the gospel and feeding the souls of the flock, instruction and proclamation of the 

gospel would have been severely hampered.  Satan would have his victory over the church 

because of neglect of the prayerful preaching of the Word of God, all in the name of something 

good – caring for widows.     
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The Apostles understood what was at stake – nothing less than the faithful proclamation of the 

Word of God. They see the real issue at hand.  That’s why they said:  “It is not right that we 

should give up preaching the word of God to serve tables... But we will devote ourselves to 

prayer and to the ministry of the word.” It is not an issue of laziness, not that they are uncaring, 

not that they do not recognize the importance of ministry to those in need – it is an issue of 

calling, an issue of how they could be of ultimate worth and service to the body, an issue of 

really loving the church in the best way that they could an issue of faithfulness to the task 

entrusted to them by Jesus Christ. 

 

The Apostles responded this way, not out of lovelessness for Christ or His church, but motivated 

by the highest love for both.  They understood the importance of preaching and ministering the 

Word of God because it was the Lord’s commission to them for the sake of the gospel and the 

good of the church.  Christ sent them to preach because it is the preaching of the gospel alone 

that answers the deepest need of the human soul – what can reconcile a sinful man to the Holy 

God whom he has offended, nothing but the blood of Jesus. What can make a man or woman 

whole and holy, nothing but the blood of Jesus. What can affect the double cure so desperately 

needed – to save from wrath and make a man or woman pure?  How can a man or woman find 

their minds renewed, come to love Christ, come to serve Him with a whole heart, find strength 

and persevering power in this dark world, be convinced of the salvation that is in Christ, the 

promises of God to be their God, find their life and place as the people of God, find confidence 

in the promises of God, have their eyes opened and minds enlightened to seek what is of 

ultimate worth, have their faith strengthened and established – only by the preaching of the 

Word of God.  That’s all.  Faith, in all of its respects, comes from hearing the Word of Christ.  

The Apostle’s understood that. 

 

They also understood their vital need for prayer.  These men were handling the Word of life, 

commissioned by God to be the instrument that He would use to shape the minds and the 

hearts of the people for whom Christ died.  They could not do that in their own strength. To do 

so would be the height of foolishness, of irresponsibility, of arrogance.  They needed proper 

and better understanding of the Word of God, illumination from the Holy Spirit, the capacity 

from God to rightly divide the Word of truth and that required communion with God in ardent 

and determined prayer.  They were dealing with the eternal souls of men and women and they 

realized that it was the most important calling in the world.  They needed the power of God for 

that, the moving of the Holy Spirit for that, the anointing of God for that.   
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It is a fearful thing to minister the Word of God, or it should be. There is a reverent fear that 

accompanies the ministry of the Word – fear of misrepresenting God, of misrepresenting Christ, 

of doing it in the power of the flesh and not the power of the Spirit, of hindering rather than 

blessing souls. It is why Paul could say of himself and other ministers of the gospel:  “For we are 

the aroma of Christ to God among those who are being saved and among those who are 

perishing, to one a fragrance from death to death, to the other a fragrance from life to life. 

Who is sufficient for these things?” (2 Corinthians 2:15–16, ESV) The Apostles needed to be 

freed to pray because they needed God’s power, His authority, His unction.   

 

They needed to pray because they understood well the nature of our adversary.  “For we do 

not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the 

cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 

places.” (Ephesians 6:12, ESV)   They understood who and what was at the heart of the 

opposition that they faced.  They understood that the battle they faced was not with men but 

with Satan.  They needed divine power to meet a devilish power.   

 

They needed to pray because they understood that this great salvation in Christ, in all of its 

respects – regeneration, justification, sanctification, glorification – are granted only through the 

power and the grace of God to whom they prayed.   

 

The text establishes this truth – that the supreme obligation of the preacher is to fulfill his 

calling to be filled with the Word of God, to be filled with the Spirit of God, to be filled with the 

power and wisdom of God, and that can only be found in pouring over the Word of God and 

prayer.  And the supreme need of the church is to have pastors who give themselves 

unreservedly to prayer and the ministry of the word for the sake of Christ and His gospel and 

for her own good. 

 

The Apostles understood what was at stake – the gospel and the work of the gospel.  They 

could not leave the ministry of the Word of God and prayer for that which the body could and 

should lovingly and faithfully do for each other.  They could not sacrifice what they had been 

called, commissioned, and specifically gifted fordo do that for which the body had been 

equipped and was being equipped by their faithful ministry to do.  This was God’s plan for the 

good of His church. “And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds and 
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teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ,” 

(Ephesians 4:11–12, ESV)  

 

The Apostles understood what was at stake and to their credit, so did the church.  Remember I 

told you that the Apostles’ solution to this situation pleased the whole gathering.  The people of 

God were pleased with the Apostles’ solution because they got the big picture. They esteemed 

the Word of God, the gospel of Christ, and they esteemed the Apostles’ calling.  They were 

pleased to do whatever they could to bear the load of ministry so these men could fulfill their 

calling to the ministry of the Word and prayer.  They knew their need for the Word of God 

preached in the power of the Spirit, in prayerful dependence and the empowering favor of God.  

They knew they needed to have their souls nourished on the truth of God, needed to be 

instructed in the way of holiness, of worship and devotion to the Lord.  They knew they were 

the people of God and they must hear His voice, His commands, His promises, the whole of the 

gospel.  It is what they most needed. “It is written, “ ‘Man shall not live by bread alone, but by 

every word that comes from the mouth of God.’ ”(Matthew 4:4, ESV)  And they knew that the 

responsibility for feeding the flock rested squarely on the shoulders of Peter and the Apostles.  

In fact, There is only one way that the kinds of believers, described in verse 3, come to be – 

through the ministry of the Word and prayer.  That is how godly men and women, faithful men 

and women are made.  Without that, these men and women like them do not exist.  This early 

church understood the indispensible need for the ministry of the Word and prayer and so they 

were willing to fulfill the ministry that they could do so that the Apostles could fulfill the calling 

for which they had been appointed by Christ.  The wisdom of this worked because both parties, 

the Apostles and the church, worked together.  They were obviously on one heart and one 

mind.  They were a good flock and eagerly followed and trusted their leaders hearts for them 

and the value of the unique ministry of the Word and of prayer that God entrusted specifically 

to the Apostles. 

 

The response of the early church is fascinating in light of our own modern age that clamors for 

less preaching and more programs, for less preaching and prayer and for a pastor who will be 

their paid friend, personal cheerleader, workout partner, personal servant,  It was the opposite 

in the early church.  They wanted the Word of God.  It is fascinating as well in light of the 

sobering truth that 17,000 pastors leave the ministry every year.  Now certainly not all of those 

men were called of God.  That is, of course, true.  But in looking at the landscape of the church, 

it cannot be ignored that a primary reason for this is that pastors in the modern church are 

many times not encouraged, equipped, enabled, or allowed by the congregation to devote 

themselves to preaching the Word of God and prayer and the sad spiritual state of the church 
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and of individual Christian lives, as a whole in our nation, is the result.  This was the great test.  

What do you think of the ministry of Word of God?  Would the Apostles, would the church 

value it as they should?   

 

But what was the result of proper perspective, the proper response to this Satanic ploy to 

weaken the church by the Apostles and the church?  Luke tells us:   

 

The Result  We read in verse 7:  “And the word of God continued to increase, and the number 

of the disciples multiplied greatly in Jerusalem, and a great many of the priests became 

obedient to the faith.” (Acts 6:7, ESV) What was the result of this wise and faithful response by 

the Apostles and the church?  Satan was foiled again. The Word of God continued to increase – 

to grow to its fullest extent is the idea here --  the church grew and even some of the priests, 

men who had been instruments of Satan in the conviction and murder of Christ, became 

obedient to the faith, were rescued from the clutches of Satan and made trophies of grace.  

This all happened because the Apostles remained steadfastly faithful to their calling, the church 

grew in grace and knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ and did the work of the ministry, freeing 

and supporting the Apostles in the ultimate work of preaching the gospel, and so the church 

flourished and the gospel sped along by the power of the Spirit.  The Word of God continued to 

increase as the direct result of the freeing of the Apostles to carry out their primary ministry 

and the church’s unity and practical ministry to one another.   

 

Now what is the principle that we should take away from this text? 

 

The Principle The principle, I think, from this text is pretty clear. The church will only grow 

spiritually and numerically, the testimony of the gospel only spread, the witness to the worth of 

Christ will only be powerful, the health of the church will only be good, the Word of God will 

only reach its fullest extent in our souls and in this world, the strategies and schemes of Satan 

will only be exposed and defeated as everyone in the church gives themselves faithfully to the 

calling that Christ has given to them, as everyone gives themselves fully to their role in the body 

of Christ.   
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What does this mean for us?  How do we apply this text?  What does this require of us?  

Certainly while the church should have a plurality of elders, the church needs a man, a pastor, 

who will give himself without reserve to the ministry of the Word of God and prayer, and who 

will stand before the flock weekly and feed the flock from the Word of God, who will counsel 

them from the Word of God, a man who will seek the Lord’s face, who will do the hard work of 

searching the Scriptures to know the mind of God, who will intercede for the souls of the flock, 

who will dedicate His life to the calling placed on Him by the Lord, who in the words of Paul will 

be “in the anguish of childbirth until Christ is formed in you!” (Galatians 4:19, ESV) The church 

needs a man who will pray that God will bring forth lasting fruit through the ministry of the 

Word, who will not slight His responsibility to feed the flock even to do other good things that 

may seem more desirable, a man who will make it his primary mission to see the flock grow 

strong in the Word of God and in the faith, a man who will devote himself to study and prayer 

so that he might be a blessing to the flock, who will preach the good news that in Jesus Christ 

our sins have been forgiven and we have been promised eternal life. A man who will give forth 

the Word of Life.   

 

It was by the word that God created us. It was by the word that God saved us. And it is by the 

word that God sustains us today. This is why we come here week after week, to hear the word 

of God, read and preached, to meet the living God present in the word, to be forgiven, to be 

made whole, to be made new, to be lifted up, to be made alive, to be joined together with each 

other and all the communion of the saints. We come to hear, to believe, and to obey.  We come 

to be built into the church of Jesus Christ.  That only happens from the faithful ministry of the 

Word and prayer.  The church needs a faithful preacher. 

And no less important, the church needs people who know the indispensible worth of the 

ministry of the Word of God and prayer, who will live by the preaching of the Word, who will 

yearn for the preaching of the Word and value the preaching of the Word and who will respond 

to the preaching of the Word in repentance and faith.  People whose lives will flow out of the 

hearing of the Word of God with joy into worship, fellowship, mission and ministry to one 

another.  People who will be shaped by the Word of God and equipped for ministry and will 

serve one another as Christ served us. People who will take the truth that they hear and will put 

it into action, who will not expect someone else to do the ministry that they are themselves 

equipped to do but will gladly and with conviction do it themselves. Men and women of good 

repute, filled with the Spirit and with wisdom who will count it a joy to contribute to the spread 

of the gospel by loving and serving one another in the ways that they can so that the preacher 

can spend the necessary time on his knees and in the Word knowing that his ministry to them 

in that way is of the greatest benefit to their souls – far more than anything else he could do.  
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People who will show their esteem for the ministry of the Word and for Christ by seeking to be 

transformed and putting the truth they know into practice.  People who will adorn the gospel 

with good works and show the fruit of gospel preaching in their lives.  People who will give to 

and receive ministry from others in the flock and who will do so gladly, knowing that in that 

way we contribute to the growth of the testimony of Christ in this world.  People who will 

joyfully take up the mantle of caring for one another in the body of Christ, doing the ministry 

that they can do, so that ministry of the Word and prayer can be faithfully accomplished.  That 

is what this text requires of us.   

This is the church that I pray we are becoming more and more.  I am thankful for a 

congregation that esteems the Word of God.  I am thankful for a congregation that ministers to 

one another and expects its pastor to do the work of prayer and preaching faithfully, who are 

willing to shoulder the load of ministry to one another so that the Word of God can go forth.  I 

am praying that we will continue to seek, more and more, to glorify God by demonstrating a 

preaching and practical witness to God’s glory, His Worship, and the truth of His Word. I pray 

that our hearts will be united to proclaim by words and deeds the salvation which is found only 

in God’s Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, that our witness to the truth of God’s word would be lived 

out, by the power of the Holy Spirit, as each of us fulfills the calling that God has given to us and 

does so with joy.  This will only work when the pastor is fulfilling his calling to the ministry of 

the Word and prayer and when the congregation understands the value of that ministry and so 

is willing to take up the mantle and responsibility of gladly giving and receiving ministry from 

one another within the flock of God as they are built up by that ministry of the Word and of 

prayer. 

To do this we must always be asking: Do I value the ministry of the Word of God and prayer?  

Am I fulfilling my calling in the body of Christ so that the ministry of the Word can be most 

effectively accomplished? Do I have good and godly expectations of the pastors?   Do I have 

good and godly expectations of myself?  How am I contributing to the overall well-being of the 

church?  Who am I joyfully serving?  Am I the man or woman of God that I am called to be for 

the sake of the gospel and for the sake of the church?  May we all, by God’s grace, be just that.   
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